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ABSTRACT

This paper proposes a CNN-based segmentation model to

segment foreground from an image and a prior probability

map. Our model is constructed based on the FCN model that

we simply replace the original RGB-based three channel input

layer by a four channel, i.e., RGB and prior probability map.

We then train the model by constructing various image, prior

probability maps and the groundtruths from the PASCAL

VOC dataset, and finally obtain a CNN-based foreground

segmentation model that is suitable for general images. Our

proposed method is motivated by the observation that the

classical graphcut algorithm using GMM for modeling the

priors can not capture the semantic segmentation from the

prior probability, and thus leads to low segmentation perfor-

mance. Furthermore, the efficient FCN segmentation model

is for specific objects rather than general objects. We there-

fore improve the graph-cut like foreground segmentation by

extending FCN segmentation model. We verify the proposed

model by various prior probability maps such as artifical

maps, saliency maps, and discriminative maps. The ICoseg

dataset that is different from the PASCAL Voc dataset is

used for the verification. Experimental results demonstrates

the fact that our method obviously outperforms the graphcut

algorithms and FCN models.

Index Terms— Segmentation, Grabcut, Probability Map

1. INTRODUCTION

In computer vision, we usually face the task of segment-

ing foreground from an image and a prior probability map.

For example, in saliency detection[1, 2, 3, 4], we usually

first obtain a saliency probability map, and then segment the

saliency objects from the saliency map. In discriminative map

detection [5, 6, 7, 8], the discriminative regions need to be

segmented by the image and the discriminative map. In fore-

ground segmentation task, a foreground probability map is

usually first obtained, and is then used to guide the segmenta-

tion from the images.

In general, the classical graphcuts [9, 10] method is used

to accomplish such task. The graphcut is a minimization al-

gorithm that solves the classical Markov Random Field (M-

RF) energy, which consists of two terms, unary term (prob-

ability map) and pairwise term. The unary term describes

the probabilities of a pixel belonging to foreground and back-

ground, and pairwise term measures the similarities of neigh-

bour pixels. Given an image, the segmentation is formulated

as searching a cut line that has the minimal cut cost, which

can be globally obtained by graphcuts algorithm.

In general, the unary term of graphcuts is usually gener-

ated by GMM model, where the colors are used for modeling

the objects. Since the color feature is a low-level feature that

lacks semantic information, the GMM model can not capture

global semantic information. When the prior is not good e-

nough such as a part of the objects as commonly appearing

in discriminative map, graphcut will lead to the unsuccessful

segmentation.

To remedy such shortage, we need to use the glob-

al and semantic information. CNN-based segmentation

structure[11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] is an efficient tool to pro-

vide global and semantic segmentation, which discovers the

semantic feature by deeply convolving the image. Recently,

CNN-based segmentation model such as FCN [17] has been

successfully used in semantic segmentation. However, most

related methods focus on the specific object segmentation

such as “Person” and “Car”, rather than the general objects.

A few of methods use CNN for general object segmentation,

such as DeepMask [18], SharpMask [19], and FastMask[20].

However, these methods focus on proposal generation, where

the foreground maps are not considered.

In this paper, we solve such task by CNN structure that

segments foregrounds from an image and a foreground map.

Our idea is to capture the semantic information by modify-

ing the input of FCN segmentation model, i.e. modifying the

input of FCN as the combination of the image and a prior

probability map. Such simple modification makes our model

general to object class. To train the model, we consider many

types of images and prior probabilities, where the challeng-

ing images from the PASCAL VOC dataset are selected, and

multiple probability maps of one image are considered. By

observing the effectiveness of iteratively implementing our

model by updating the prior probability as the output, an iter-

ation process of our model is proposed to improve the perfor-

mance. We verify our method on kinds of foreground prob-

ability map, such as saliency map, discriminative map, and

artificial map. ICoseg that is totally different from PASCAL
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Fig. 1. The structure of the proposed model. The input of the model is an image along with its foreground map and the model

can segment out the object related to the prior.

VOC dataset is used for the verification. The experimental re-

sult demonstrates that our model can obtain 0.79 average IOU

value on ICoseg dataset by considering saliency map that is

a totally automatic manner compared with the 0.76 average

IOU value obtained by the best existing automatic manner,

0.74 mIoU by the original FCN model.

2. PROPOSED METHOD

2.1. Network Structure

Our task is to segment out the target object based on the

image and its prior map. We define this task as foreground-

background segmentation. In other words, the task of our

model is to identify the object label of each pixel. The out-

put of the model is a mask that assigns foreground and back-

ground label to every pixel of the input image. The model

of FCN [17] has achieved unprecedented success in the task

of semantic segmentation, which benefits from its skip layer

structure that fuses the multi-scale features extracted by the

convolutional neural network. Our model is designed based

on FCN model. In order to achieve better segmentation re-

sults, we employ the FCN-8s model as the base model and

make improvements on this basis.

The detailed structure of our network is shown in Fig 1.

The first half of the network is the Conv-ReLU-Pooling struc-

ture of the VGG16 network, then the output feature maps of

the pool2 layer, pool3 layer and pool4 layer are respective-

ly connected to the corresponding outputs of the deconvolu-

tional layers by convolutional layers. Finally, the segmenta-

tion mask is obtained by a 2 times up-sample deconvolution-

al layers. Considering that more low-level local information

is more better for the network to understand and analyze the

correlation between foreground map and target object, we add

more skip-layer structures to take advantage of the local de-

tail information. Our experiments have found that the results

with more low-level local information is better than with less

of that.

The input of the proposed model is an image with its

corresponding foreground map. And the size of the input is

W ×H×4, whereW andH respectively represent the width

and height of the image and 4 channels means three channels

of the input image and one channel of the foreground map.

The objective of the proposed model is a mask corresponding

to the object pointed out by the foreground map. This mask

contains two labels: 1 for the foreground pixel and 0 for the

background pixel, and the size of the output mask isW ×H .

The motivation we use such setting is as follows:

• First, we expect that with the same input image, differ-

ent object can be segmented out according to different

foreground map;

• Second, it will make the model more general when the

output of the model is a binary map. Because the net-

work do not need to know what the object is, but just

segment it out;

• Third, the existing segmentation method can only seg-

ment out objects with fixed categories, which is limited

by the training data. We expect that the model trained in

this way will be able to break the limitation of the train-

ing dataset, which means that our model can be used

to segment out objects with categories that the training

dataset do not have.

2.2. Iteratively Processing

In practice of implementing our model, we find out that

the initial foreground prior is not accurate enough.

• The foreground maps sometimes only point out part of

the target object, thus the edge information of the target

object is very poor;

• There is a lot of noise in the foreground map, which

makes the foreground confused with background and

thus affects the segmentation quality seriously;

• The input foreground map with more edge information

and less noise can make the segmentation result more

accurate.

We observe that the output of our model is more accurate

than the original foreground map, and it can be considered as

a new foreground map. Compared with the initial foreground

map, the new foreground map has more global information
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Fig. 2. The iterative segmentation scheme. The first segmentation result based on the initial foreground map is fractured but

captures more global information. And we conduct a second segmentation iteration using the new foreground map transformed

from the first segmentation result.

and less noise information due to the deep analysis. By us-

ing the generated foreground map and the original image for

segmentation again, the boundary of the result will be more

accurate. Hence, we replace the original foreground map by

the new output, and implement our model to obtain new re-

sults. Such processes are iteratively implemented until the

end. Our iterative segmentation method is shown in Fig 2.

2.3. Construction Of Training Data

We use the Pascal VOC 2012 semantic Segmentation

dataset to train the model. When training the model, we

randomly select the objects with one of the categories in the

groundtruth and treat all the others as background. Then we

set the mask produced by this process as the groundtruth cor-

responding to the image in this training iteration. At the same

time, the input data is the original image and the foreground

map transformed from the generated groundtruth. In other

words, for the same picture, there may be different pairs of

input foreground map and corresponding groundtruth label in

training process.

In practice, the foreground map generation algorithms are

not always able to grasp the full edges of objects, but often

point out only some parts of the object, which requires our

model to learn the characteristics of the object and to segment

out the region with the same characteristics. We randomly

remove some foreground area in the groundtruth in order to

increase the diversity of the foreground maps used in train-

ing process. The advantage of this trick is that the network

can only get the localization information of the object from

the training foreground map. And driven by the segmentation

loss function, the network is forced to learn the edges of the

objects.

2.4. Implementation Details

Our model requires foreground maps as a part of input

in training and test phases. In practice, we obtain the image

foreground map by several type of methods such as salien-

cy detection methods MB [2] and ST [1], and discrimina-

tive region generation method CAM [5]. Minimum Barrier

(MB) algorithm is an unsupervised algorithm that uses min-

imum barrier distance (MBD) transform to achieve objec-

t salience detection. Salience Tree (ST) is also an unsuper-

vised framework for object salience evaluation. The Class

Activation Map (CAM) algorithm is a weakly supervised al-

gorithm, which utilizes image-level labels to train a convolu-

tion neural network that includes the global average pooling

layer to accomplish image classification and output the dis-

criminative region of each image.

In practical applications, the global average pooling layer

often makes the CAM algorithm overestimate the boundary

of objects, which seriously affects the segmentation perfor-

mance. To this end, we propose an improved method (we term

VGG-D map) to extract discriminative region, which modest-

ly estimates the object. We use the original VGG16 network

structure to achieve image classification, and then transform

the parameters of the classification layers into an extractor to

extract discriminative region from the feature map which is

feed into the classification layer. Since there are three fully

connected layers in the VGG16 which contain huge amoun-

t of parameters, the extracted discriminative region tends to

be appropriate or lower estimated. The following is a brief

description of the proposed approach for extracting discrimi-

native map from the VGG-16 net.

Assume the convolution filter parameters of fc6, fc7 and
fc8 layers in VGG-16 network are: fc6f (7 × 7 × 512 ×
4096), fc7f (4096×4096) and fc8f (4096× c, where c is the
number of categories output by the fc8layer). Our first step
in building the extractor is formulated as:

Ej =
4096∑

i=1

fc6f i ·
4096∑

k=1

fc8f j
k · fc7fk

i

The convolution filter parameter Fn represents the nth fil-
ter in F , and the Fn

m represents themth parameter in Fn. The

Ej represents the discriminant region extractor for the jth
class. The operation above uses the parameters of the fc7 and
fc8 layers to convert the parameters of the fully-connected

layer fc6 into the discriminant region extractor. To obtain the

discriminative map, we choose a certain class of extractor to

compute the Hadamard product with the input feature map of
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Fig. 3. The example of the segmentation results. This image is the stonehenge in IcoSeg dataset. Our model can segment out

the stones as the foreground map indicated, while the FCN[17] model can not segment out anything in this image. Note that the

FCN model and our model are trained on the same dataset. Compared with graphcut our model is more powerful in inferring

the information of the foreground object

CAM map[5] MB map[2] ST map[1] VGG-D map

Graphcut[9] 57.21 68.01 68.19 54.22

Graphcut-SF[21] 57.96 67.92 67.52 53.17

Graphcut-HED[22] 58.91 68.52 68.33 54.19

Graphcut-SF-UCM[23] 58.77 68.29 68.11 54.01

Graphcut-HED-UCM 58.81 68.34 68.17 54.01

DFseg-class 74.29 76.91 79.45 76.64

DFseg-class-iter 77.09 79.91 79.24 78.36

DFseg-instance 74.00 76.88 78.50 76.04

DFseg-instance-iter 77.20 78.00 78.80 78.06

DFseg-skip 74.12 79.00 80.10 78.21

DFseg-skip-iter 77.96 80.70 80.20 79.04

Table 1. the comparison of the Segmentation results(mIoU in %). We term our proposed model as DFseg (Deep Foreground

segmentation). In this table, DFseg-skip is the model with one more skip layer which is depicted in Fig1 and is trained

by the category-level segmentation label. “iter” means the result of the proposed iteratively segmentation scheme. SF[21],

HED[22] and UCM[23] are edge detection algorithms we used to produce the second order term in graphcut[9] to improve its

segmentation performance.

the fc6 layer and compute the sum of the result matric accord-

ing to its third dimension. In order to use larger scale feature

map to obtain the finer discriminant map, we upsample all the

extractors and then extract the discriminant map based on the

feature map before the pooling layer.

3. EXPERIMENT

We evaluate our approach on the ICoseg dataset. The I-

Coseg dataset contains 645 images along with pixel-level bi-

nary groundtruth. There are many classes of objects in IcoSeg

dataset that do not exist in our model’s training dataset Pascal

VOC 2012, such as “pyramids”, “pandas”, “kites”, etc. We

test our model based on the foreground maps generated by

the algorithms above, using the mIoU of the segmentation re-

sult to verify the performance of our model. The examples of

the segmentation results are shown in Fig3.

For the proposed iterative segmentation scheme, we em-

pirically set different iteration number for different fore-

ground map generation method and test it based on the DFseg

and DFseg-skip models, which is shown in Table1 where the

segmentation mIoU of the models can be improved at most

3.84%. One example of the iterative segmentation scheme is

shown in Fig4. And for skip structure in the network, it can

be demonstrated that the model with more skip structure is

better than the basis model. For example, for MB maps the

mIoU of the basis model DFseg is 76.91%, while it is 79.00%

for the model DFseg-skip. We discuss the comparison of our

method with the baseline methods: graphcut and FCN in the

following two subsections.

3.1. Comparision With Graphcut

We compare our model with graphcut, which is the most

widely used segmentation method for image foreground map.

We use the foreground maps as the first order term in the
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Fig. 4. The example results of the iterative segmentation

scheme. The initial foreground map only points out part-

s of the foreground object. Through the iterative segmenta-

tion method, the model gradually learns the information of

the foreground object from the image, and finally segment it

out successfully.

graphcut, and then we test the following scenarios:

• Using the partial derivative of the horizontal and verti-

cal directions of the image as the second order term;

• Using The boundary graph generated by HED[22] al-

gorithm as the second order term;

• Using The boundary graph generated by SF[21] algo-

rithm as the second order term;

• Using the image’s UCM map[23] to enhance the above

two boundaries;

We select the optimal parameters for graphcut in experi-

ments. And the performance comparison of Graphcut and our

model in Tabel1 has demonstrated that the proposed model is

more practical. For foreground maps generated by CAM, M-

B, ST and VGG-D algorithm, the graphcut-HED algorithm

is the best performed in all the graphcut-based approaches,

reaching 58.91%, 68.52%, 68.33% and 54.19% respectively.

And our model DFseg-skip improves the segmentation per-

formance by at least 10%, reaching 74.12%, 79.00%, 80.10%

and 78.21% respectively.

method mIoU(%)

FCN 74.44

DFseg+CAM map[5] 74.29

DFseg+MB map[2] 76.91

DFseg+ST map[1] 79.45

DFseg+VGG-D map 76.64

Table 2. Performance on IcoSeg dataset. We train the base

model of the FCN-8s[17] structure on Pascal VOC 2012 data

set. And for our proposed model, we choose the same skip

structure compared with the FCN-8s structure and also trained

on the same data set. We test the models on the IcoSeg data set

for foreground-background segmentation. As is shown in the

table, our model is more general due to the ability to segment

“new objects”.

3.2. Comparison With FCN

We verify our method on the ICoseg dataset, which is d-

ifferent from the training dataset. The original FCN model

trained on the same dataset is also considered. The FCNmod-

el is designed for the task of semantic segmentation, which is

to assign class labels to every pixel in the image. We test the

FCN model by ignoring its output class label: all the object

label is treated as foreground label. Thus the FCN model may

successfully segment out those classes of objects even though

its result label is wrong. The skip layer structure of the both

model is the same in order to compare their cross-dataset per-

formance in the same condition.

The results of our method is listed in Table2 where the

segmentation mIoU of FCN model is 74.44%. It is seen that

our method achieves 74.29%, 76.91%, 79.45% and 76.64%

under CAM, MB, ST and VGG-D maps, respectively. Our

best result is higher than FCN model by 5% on mIoU, which

demonstrates the effectiveness of our approach on segmenta-

tion of the cross-dataset.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a model for solving the task

of foreground-background segmentation based on the image

foreground prior. The proposed model can segment out ob-

jects indicated by the foreground map, even though they are

completely different from those in the training dataset. Ex-

periments demonstrate the superiority of the proposed mod-

el to the classical graphcut methods under several different

foreground map generation algorithms. And at the same time

it outperforms the basic FCN model on cross-dataset perfor-

mance. In the future work, we will further study the use of

our model in the field of multi-instance segmentation.
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